This paper aims to examine the importance of the law on consumer protection in Indonesia in the case of buying flats/apartments from developers who sell the properties before they develop them. There is a phenomenon where flat developers can market and sell units of flats/apartments to public even though the construction of flats has not been implemented and many legal requirements in terms of administrative, technical and ecological have not been fulfilled. This paper found that many developers sell units of flats/apartments when they have not fulfilled all the requirements including legal aspect from the government. Findings also show that although developers and consumers have a binding agreement in selling and buying flats/apartments, in this case, consumers are often in a weak position and incur losses compared to developers. This paper also highlights that there is still the absence of sanctions for developers who violate the regulation, although the law on consumer protection is enforced through regulating on the marketing of the units of flats/apartments. It is therefore, suggested that developers have to comply with the guideline of selling and buying of the units of flats/apartments based on the Decree of the Indonesian Minister of Public Housing. Thus, for developers who sell the units of flats/apartments improperly may be subject to criminal or imprisonment penalties. For instance, imprisonment or penalties result from making a binding agreement on selling and buying which have not fulfilled various requirements from the government. It is therefore asserted that the government and developers need to socialize the obligations of developers to consumer base Government Regulation Number 88 (2014), on the units of flat/apartment and on consumer rights. On the other hand, consumers should pay attention to legal aspect in buying a unit of flat/apartment. Thus, in terms of law, this paper suggests the need for revision of Law Number 20 (2011) and Law Number 1 (2011) to establish a regulation on sanctions for developers who sell units of flat/apartment in violation of all requirements.
1945. The constitution states that everyone has the right to have a prosperous living, materially and immaterially, to live and to receive a good and healthy living environment. In relation to the rights, the country has responsibility to ensure the fulfillment of the right to have a decent and affordable home/resident 2 .
To meet the needs of housing/residence, the development of flats 3 is an alternative solution to providing housing and settlement, especially in urban areas where population in the areas continues to increase 4 . The reason is that the development of flats can reduce the use of land, create more open spaces and be used as a way to rejuvenate the city from slum areas 5 . The essential problem of providing housing/settlement is about the provision of area or land as the center of its operational activities. In reality, the provision of land based on its availability is increasingly limited, both in terms of quality and quantity. At the same time, land utilization or construction activities for various purposes are increasing. Recognizing this reality, the Indonesian Government develops the concept of residential development that a location or plots of land can be shared together in Multi-storey flats where each unit can be owned separately 6 . Thus, the idea of flats can give benefits of: 1) supporting concept of layout related to improvement of city development in vertical direction and to upgrade scum areas; 2) improving maximization of land resource of the city; 3) supporting development of settlement in high densely populated area 7 .
In fact, Indonesia has a legal instrument in the form of laws that specifically regulate flats, namely the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 20 Year 2011 on flats (Undangundang Rumah Susun/UURS). Based on the law, flats are defined as multilevel buildings, constructed in an environment divided into functionally structured sections; each unit can be owned and used separately, especially for shelters which are equipped with shared parts, 2 Raquel Rolnik, on the journal "Place, Inhabitance and Citizenship: the right to housing and the right to the city in the contemporary urban world", in the International Journal of Housing Policy, 14:3, 293-300, in 2014 3 common objects, and common area/land 8 . The law introduces a new ownership entity as a property right, that is, the property rights of an apartment unit (Hak Milik atas Satuan Rumah Susun/HMSRS), consisting of individual rights over units of flat/apartment and of collective rights to land, objects and common parts which constitute an inseparable unit with others 9 . Actors in the development of flats, hereinafter used are developers have promoted, marketed or sold flat/apartment units, although the building construction has not been completed yet. Indeed, marketing activities by developers prior to the development of flats can be practiced under the provisions of Article 42 paragraph (1) of the law on flat/UURS. However, to be able to sell before finishing the development of flats, developers must meet several important requirements such as legal certainty of space designation and legal certainty of land rights. Besides regulated in the UURS, selling flats prior to the development of the flats are also discussed in the provisions of Article 42 (1) of Law Number 1 Year 2011 on Housing and Settlement Area of Law Number 1 Year 2011, stating that flats which are still in the process of development/construction can be marketed through a system of preliminary sale and purchase agreement in accordance with the provisions of legislation and law.
. The Government considers the necessary to develop the concept of housing development that can be shared in a multi-storey building, where the units can be separately owned either horizontally or vertically. Such development is in accordance with the needs of today's society, especially the urban community. Suhadi, on the book of "Legal and Social Aspects of Flats", published by Badan Penerbit Fakultas Hukum Universitas Negeri Semarang, in 2017, pp. 27 and pp. 34 said that the development of flats has now become a trend in both developed and developing countries in an effort to meet the housing needs for urban residents. The development of flats is implemented in order to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the use of urban land which is increasingly limited, on the other hand, the urban population is growing rapidly. In addition, the development of flats occurs as an effort of the government in creating residential which is feasible for its inhabitants. Public Communication Center at Ministry of Public Works and People's Housing of the Republic of Indonesia
However, rules and regulations related to the marketing of flats are still very limited in Indonesia, whereas basic information about legal aspect of land and building hold by developers becomes very important issues for consumers. In reality, the promotion and marketing of apartment/flat units are carried out by developers are not meeting with all requirements to sell the units to consumers prior to development 10 , for instance, the developers have not met legal requirement of the local government. As a result, the construction project or development of flats/apartment is requested to be temporarily or permanently terminated 11 . This problem certainly would potentially harm consumers who make purchases in advance of units of flats/apartments. Based on potential various problems which could occur in the marketing of flats before the development/construction of the flats, it is clear that there is the weakness of the regulation on the marketing or selling the units of flats or apartments by developers, Law Number 20 Year 2011 and Law on Governing of Housing and Settlement Areas, Law Number 1 Year 2011. On this basis, this paper examines the consumer protection law towards developers who conduct marketing before the development/construction of flats. Thus, this paper is intended to examine how consumer legal protection works for the actions of developers who conduct marketing and selling flats/apartments before the development of the units are undertaken and before developers meet with all the requirements including legal aspect such as on legal administration, technique and ecology.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Buyers as Consumers Unit Flats. Flats based on the Indonesian law on flat/UURS are multilevel buildings constructed in an environment divided into functionally structured sections, either horizontally or vertically and are units that each can be owned and used separately, especially for shelter which are equipped with shared parts, common objects, and common ground 12 . Flats consist of apartment units, which are apartment units whose main purpose is used separately with main function as residential and have means of connecting to public road 13 . Buyers or consumers make purchases of apartment units as products marketed by developers or business entities engaged in marketing 14 .
Referring to the Article 1 of Law Number 8 Year 1999 on Consumer Protection (UUPK), a consumer is defined as each user of apartment unit built by the developer. As consumers, buyers of apartment units have several rights. Apartment buyers are entitled to the convenience, security and safety of housing units. The buyer is also entitled to the right, clear and honest information and then to vote and get the apartment units in accordance with the exchange rates, conditions and promised warranties 15 . In addition, buyers of apartment units As a result of the sealing, consumers are restless and postponed the payment of installments until the licensing process was completed. 12 The Indonesian law uses the term "flats". Moreover, there is another term that is often used, namely "condominium," as Adrian Sutedi 14 Black Requirements for Housing Development. Flats are built by developers as business actors. The developer may be either an individual or a business entity, whether in the form of a legal entity or not. The development of flats undertaken by developers must follow several stages in accordance with the provisions of legislation, namely, technical planning, implementation, and technical supervision. In addition, in line with those stages, some other requirements in the development of flats should also meet administrative, technical and ecological requirements.
. Individual apartment units are owned by the owners themselves, whereas the collective rights shall be used and managed jointly as they concern to the common interests. Association of Owners and Residents of Flats (P3SRS) by legislation is given the status as a legal entity in which the organizational structure, rights and obligations are regulated in its articles of association and bylaws. Thus, Association of Owners and Residents of Flats/P3SRS can act on behalf of owners and occupants of the flats/apartments and with its authority can bring rules of order and peace to the environment of flats/apartments.
Unlike the development of regular housing, the development of flats requires stricter on technical and administrative requirements because flats have specific form of building and context 16 . The administrative requirements which must be fulfilled is in the license to develop flats/apartments including the status of land rights and building permits/ plan for constructing permit (Ijin Mendirikan Bangunan/IMB). In this regard, developers of flats and environment must follow the plan for area/land function and utilization. License is obtained from Regents or Mayors, but especially for Jakarta Province, the plan for function and utilization must be obtained from the Governor of Jakarta. The application for the permit to build the flats/apartments is submitted by the developer with enclosing requirements of the land certificate, the certificate of district/municipality plan; the picture of the site plan, the picture of architectural and design plan showing a clear vertical and horizontal appearance of flats/apartments. Other requirements to be attached are the picture of structural plan and its calculation which clearly show the shared areas, common objects and common ground, images of the plan for general utility, installations and their equipment, for instance, network of clean water distribution, gas, and electricity.
If the developer wants to build a flat which is located on a lease area or land, the developer must attach a written agreement on the utilization of the land. After obtaining permission from the local government, the developer is obliged to request an approval from the local government concerning the fact which shows clear borders of each unit of flat/apartment, shared and joint area/land along with a description of the proportional comparison value (Nilai Perbandingan Proporsional/NPP) 17 . The development of flats is, therefore, carried out based on the calculation and determination of the coefficient of the building floor and the basic coefficient of the building which is adjusted to the capacity and support of the area referring to the spatial plan of the region.
Technical requirements in relation to the structure, safety and security of the building, environmental health, the comfort, and others related to the design of the building such as completeness of the infrastructure and environmental facilities. Technical requirements consist of building arrangements which are requirements of the designation of location, and intensity and architecture of buildings, the reliability of the building such as the requirements for safety, health, comfort, and convenience. Thus, the construction of flat must be planned by means of structure, component and use of construction material which fulfills the safety construction standard. In the technical aspect, flat must be completed with the interest of daily activities for dwellers, either inward or outward with provision of track, vehicle road, and parking lot 18 . In addition to administrative and technical requirements, developers must also meet the ecological requirements through the assessment for environmental impact. The ecological requirements include the harmony and the balance of environmental functions. This means certification process, facilities in the licensing process, construction credit facilities with low interest rates, tax incentives and / or provision of public utilities, facilities and utilities. 16 that density of building must reckon the eligibility of optimizing of effectiveness and efficiency of land itself, as fitted to the function by heeding harmony and safety of surrounding environment accompanied by the analysis of environmental impacts as required in the provisions of laws and regulations.
Consumer Legal Protection on Flats. Legal protection covers a wide range of subjects. They are: protected subjects, protective objects and actions which can be raised if consumers feel disadvantaged. Legal protection essentially aims to achieve the legal objectives, legal certainty, justice and benefit 19 . Fundamentally, legal protection relates to the provision of services to public. According to Pound (1965) , law is a tool for social engineering. There are three kinds of interests which are protected, namely, public interest, social interest, and private interest. In relation to public interest, the state has a role as the guardian of the public interests 20 . Protection of consumer's rights is essential where business actors and consumers according to the laizes faire paradigm are considered to have an equal position in the principle of freedom for having contract, but in reality this paradigm is not always in place. Consumers are often in a weaker or unequal position 21 , compared to business actors. This reality leads to the need for consumer protection, specifically through consumer protection law 22 . Thus, the Law on Consumer Protection is an effort for a way and process ensuring the existence of legal certainty for protecting consumers 23 . Consumer legal protection is utmost important in a vibrant development of flats followed by more apartment units offered to consumers. The marketing department of flat developers offers apartment units through various strategies in the midst of strong business competition in the free market. Developers focus on a rapid process of selling the units of flat in order to have the return of investment soon 24 . In order to achieve that interest, developers conduct promotion by introducing or disseminating information related to flats. This phenomenon can lead to vulnerability in legal protection for consumers of the units of flat/apartment 25 . Every consumer is entitled to have access to information related to the units of flat/apartment that are marketed or promoted by developers. This basic right is the right of every human being where people are entitled to obtain information as part of human right and as one of the realization of the welfare in accordance with the country's ideals and national philosophy, based on Pancasila and Article 28 F of the country's Constitution 1945, stating that everyone has rights to seek and obtain information. In relation to this right, Article 14 of the Law Number 39 Year 1999 on Human Rights stipulates that everyone is entitled to obtain necessary information to develop his/her personal and social environment. In addition, the law also affirms that everyone has the right to seek information with all types of available facilities. 19 Sudjana 
they conduct the marketing of units of flat/apartment on a punctual basis (pre-project selling), by having buying and selling agreement between consumers and developers. This method is taken by the developer with consideration of market certainty of obtaining cheap funds. However, from consumer protection side, this is very vulnerable. The increasingly widespread marketing is followed by the practice of selling unfinished units of flat/apartment, which are carried out with preliminary engagements or buying and selling agreement. The practice of marketing of flats is increasingly widespread, even before the accomplishment of the building; even it is when flats and apartments are still planned and still at the stage of land clearance. This is based on economic considerations: (i) for developers, it is to facilitate the acquisition of cheap funds and market certainty; (ii) for buyers or consumers is to lower the selling price of the house because the prospective buyer pays in advance.
To protect consumers of the units of flat/apartment, the consumer protection law requires developers to have good intentions in conducting their business activities, including in selling their flats/apartments. They are obligated to provide true, clear and honest information regarding the condition and assurance of flats/apartments and to provide explanations of the use of flats and maintenance services. Developers are obliged to treat or serve consumers properly and honestly. The quality of apartment units built and marketed by developers must be guaranteed under the applicable quality standards. Referring to the provisions of Article 7 of Law on Consumer Protection/Undang-Undang Perlindungan Konsumen/UUPK, developers are obliged to have good intention in conducting the development of flat/apartment project and to provide the correct, clear and honest information about the condition of the flat, the period of completion and the handover of the flats physically to consumers.
In relation to promotion and marketing, the Indonesian Law on Consumer Protection can also be applied to provide legal protection for consumers of flats/apartments by arranging various restrictions against developers in order not to perform certain acts. With reference to the provisions of Article 9 paragraph (1) letter j and k at the law, the developer is prohibited to offer, promote, and advertise the units of flat or apartment improperly and to offer something that contains undefined promises. Related to this prohibition, referring to the provisions of Article 62 paragraph (1) of the Law on Consumer Protection against the developer may be imposed sanction if the developer is committed a violation with the maximum imprisonment of 5 years or a fine which is no more than Rp 2.000.000.000,00 (two billion rupiah) or $ 142.857 USD.
Developers as the main business actors are prohibited from offering, promoting, and advertising the units of flat/apartment incorrectly using excessive words without a full description. Developer should also not offer anything containing an uncertain promise. The article 8, Paragraph (1) at letter f of the Law on Consumer Protection highlights that the developer is prohibited to trade flats/apartments which are not in accordance with the promise stated in the advertisement or promotion 26 . Thus, developers must be responsible for units of flats/apartments as advertised 27 . In offering the units of flat/apartment which are intended for selling, the developer is prohibited for offering and making false or misleading statements about the price of the units of flat/apartment, the function of flats, conditions, liabilities, guarantees, rights or compensation for the units of flat/apartment, and also for offering discounted or attractive prizes. In addition, developers in offering apartment units through orders are prohibited from failing in keeping agreements as promised and failing in keeping promises of services. This is related to the principle of the power of contract-binding.
To provide legal protection for buyers of flat/apartment units, Article 42 of the Law on Flat/UURS determines that if developers want to sell the units before the development of the flat/apartment is carried out, they must comply with several requirements, namely, the certainty of the designation of space/area indicated by the letter of city plan approved by the local government, certainty of land rights as indicated by land title certificates, certainty of the ownership status of flat/apartment, where the certainty of ownership status between Satuan Rumah Susun/SHM of apartment units and the certificate of the ownership of building or Sertifikat Kepemilikan Bangunan Gedung/SKBG of apartment units should be explained to prospective buyers 28 . Other requirements that must be fulfilled by the developers to be able 26 Rosmawati, to sell the units before the development of flats is to hold the permit for the development of flats through the IMB and collateral for the construction of flats from the guarantor institution through supporting letter from bank or non-bank.
Selling and buying of flats which have not been built or are still in the stage of development can be conducted through making a binding sale and purchase agreement/Perjanjian Pengikatan Jual Beli (PPJB). PPJB is achieved through ordering a unit to be purchased, which is then stated in the preliminary agreement or an agreement of selling and buying 29 . The process of buying and selling flat/apartment units before the construction finished can be done by having PPJB which written in front of notary. PPJB based on Article 42 Paragraph (1) of Law Number 1, Year 2011 is an agreement for selling and buying a house which is still in the process of building between a prospective buyer of flat/apartment and a developer who is known by official authorities.
Selling and buying the units of flat/apartment units shall be conducted based on a law as Article 1457 of the Civil Code which determines that selling and buying is an agreement among parties: one is to provide the physical of flats/apartments and the other party is to pay 30 . In the concept of buying and selling, it is not only to take an object but also to give the object. As long as the transfer of the unit of flat/apartment has not occurred, this means that there is no selling and buying transaction so that the flat does not belong to the buyer. The agreement to sell and to buy indicates the presence of two parties, in which one party commits the act for selling, while the other party commits the act for buying 31 .
A binding sale and purchase agreement or Perjanjian Pengikatan Jual Beli/PPJB pursuant to the provision of Article 43 and Article 44 of the Law of Flat/UURS 32 shall be performed after fulfilling the certainty requirements of land ownership status, ownership of license certificate, the availability of public facilities and utilities for at least 20%, including the condition of the apartment units built and sold to consumers through media promotion, the location of flats, the form of apartment units, the specifications of buildings, the price of the units, infrastructure, facilities and utilities of flats and the time of transferring the units of flat/apartment. The process of buying and selling after the flats are built, there must be the selling and buying certificate/Akta Jual Beli (AJB). Developing/constructing flats/apartments is finished if there are several certificates, namely, the certificate of feasible function, letter of ownership of flats/apartments or SKBG of flat/apartment units.
Every consumer or buyer of the units of flats/apartments is entitled to legal protection, i.e. all efforts to ensure the legal certainty of protecting customers. Protection on the buyer of flats can increase the awareness, ability and independence of consumers in protecting themselves. Consumer protection creates a protection system containing elements of legal certainty and information disclosure as well as access to information. In addition, consumer protection aims to raise business awareness on the importance of consumer protection so that business transaction grows in honest and responsible attitude.
Consumer legal protection on the case of buyes of units of flat/apartment refers to Article 2 of the Law on Consumer Protection/UUPK, particularly related to the principles of consumer protection law and the legal certainty principle 33 . Based on that principle, both the power of enforceability or binding contract. Legally binding and qualified contracts have binding or enforceable power equivalent to the law. 29 Leks 
. Paton argues that the principle of law is an essential element of the rule of law. The principle of law is at the heart of the rule of law, for it is the broadest foundation for a rule of law. This means that the rule of law can ultimately be restored to these principles. This principle of law is worth mentioning as the reason for the existence of the rule of law, or it is the legitimate ratio of the rule of law. The principle of law is not exhausted by the existence of a rule of law, but it will still exist and will give extend of further rules. Therefore, Paton calls it as a means by which the law is alive, growing and developing and it also shows that the law is not merely a collection of rules.
developers and the interest of buyers must obey the law and obtain justice in the implementation of consumer protection, and the state guarantees on the legal certainty. With the principle of legal certainty, developers perform their duties in honest attitude and they have the intention to implement it wholeheartedly.
With regard to the marketing of units of flat/apartment followed by bundling agreement of selling and buying between developers and buyers, the Law provides protection for the buyers in the form of Decree of the State Minister for Public Housing Number 11/KPTS/1994 on the Guidance on Assembly of Selling and Buying of the units of flat/apartment. Thus, in the process of selling and buying agreement, every developer of the flat/apartment must obey the Ministerial Decree.
Selling and buying the units of flat/apartment should be conducted in the presence of notary for writing land certificate/Pejabat Pembuat Akta Tanah/PPAT after all conditions of transaction have been fulfilled by all parties. The transaction with binding agreement is required as a guarantee for both parties; this agreement is seen from the point of selling and buying agreement that buyers will pay the unit in accordance with the time agreed in the agreement. For the buyer, the binding agreement provides assurance where the unit of flat/apartment will not be sold to another party by the developer and the unit will be handed in to the buyer within the agreed time. The selling and buying binding agreement is an agreement in which the seller binds to sell the unit to the buyer and the buyer binds himself/herself to pay the price of the unit bought. Although there exist a selling and buying agreement, as long as the unit of flat/apartment has not been given to the buyer, the property right on the item is still on the side of seller.
To ensure the implementation of a binding sale and purchase agreement or Perjanjian Pengikatan Jual Beli/PPJB in accordance with the prevailing rules, the Government exercises control and supervision officially at all government levels: Ministers at the national level; Governors at the provincial level; and Regents/Mayors at the district/city level. Control is needed to ensure the development of the flat/apartment, including control to marketing processes. Control or supervision is practiced through several stages, namely: monitoring, evaluation, and corrective actions in accordance with the provisions of legislation.
A binding sale and purchase agreement or Perjanjian Pengikatan Jual Beli/PPJB includes an object to be traded, management and maintenance of shared area, common objects, and common lands which are the duty of all residents and the developer. Regarding the object to be traded, the flats/apartments must have the necessary permits, such as location permit, proof of land ownership and payment, and building permit. Regarding the management and maintenance of shared parts, common objects, and common ground which is the responsibility of all residents, prospective buyers must be willing to become a member of PPRS.
Regarding the liability of the developer, prior to conducting the initial marketing, the developer must report all related marketing to Regents/Mayors with a copy to the Indonesian Minister of Public Housing. The report shall be accompanied by several documents. They are: (1) a copy of the permit letter of principle; (2) a copy of the location permit; (3) proof of land acquisition and procurement; (4) a copy of the building permit letter; (5) the picture of design of flats/apartments which has been approved by the local government. If within 30 days since the date indicated on the receipt of the report has not received any answer from the relevant agency, such a bid may be proceed. Developers are obliged to provide all documents related to housing construction, such as (a) the land title certificate, (b) the site plan, (c) draft of architecture plan containing the site plan and cross-section with its details which show clear limit in vertical or horizontal direction of flat, (d) the picture of the structure plan and its calculations, (e) draft of structure plan which shows clearly mutual-part, mutualobject, and mutual land, (f) draft of the network, installation, equipment plan and accessories.
Another obligation for developers to undertake is for completing the construction of building in accordance with the agreed standard, preparing the agreement of selling and buying the units of flat/apartment/ certificate of selling and buying/Akta Jual Beli (AJB) which is signed by both parties in the presence of the Notary/ Official for Writing Land Certificate/Pejabat Pembuat Akta Tanah/PPAT on the stipulated date; and/or Notary/PPAT will arrange the acquisition of the certificate of the units of flat/apartment on behalf of buyers. Developers are also obligated to deliver the units of flat/apartment, including public and social facilities perfectly on the specified date.
If developers have not been able to complete the units of flat/apartment at the specified/agreed time, they shall be granted a period of 120 (one hundred and twenty) calendar days to complete the construction, as from the date of the plan to hand in the units. If they still cannot fulfill the promise so the Agreement on Binding for Selling and Buying/Perjanjian Pengikatan Jual Beli/PPJB will be cancelled legally. The cancellation of PPJB does not need to be proven or sought by a court decision or an arbitration body. Developers are obliged to refund the payment received from buyers with additional cost for penalty and monthly interest, according to the prevailing of bank interest rate. Consumer legal protection of the units of flat/apartement can be done by tightening and enforcing rules of making PPJB. This can strengthen the position of consumers as parties who are often in a weak position. Thus, the PPJB's role is to make a balance interests between developers and consumers. This relates to the idea of fairness through impartiality of business contract . Based on the regulation, the Government, Ministers, Governors, and Regents/Mayors in accordance to their authorities can be advisors for developers and also to public as the stakeholders of the development of flats or apartments 36 . Thus, assistance and coaching are conducted through three different levels: National level with Ministers; Provincial level with Governors; and at District/City level with Regents or Mayors. Assistance and coaching can be conducted on several aspects such as control and supervision. Control can focus on a house, housing, settlement, and residential area. Control is carried out on licensing, monitoring, and arranging on housing and settlement area at local government of regency/city where in the Capital city of Jakarta, it should be at the government of province. In addition, supervision is carried out through monitoring, evaluation and correction activities in the implementation of housing and settlement areas. Monitoring activity is an activity to conduct observation and recording of housing and residential area. Evaluation activities are activities to assess and measure the results of the implementation of housing and residential areas. Correction activities are activities to provide recommendations on the improvements from the results of the evaluation on housing and residential areas. Each developer should also understand laws and regulations on flats and consumer protection; therefore, it is necessary to socialize the legislation by the Minister to the Governors and/or Regents/Mayors. Socialization is conducted by disseminating information on laws and regulations including norms, standards, procedures and criteria not only to local governments but also to developers and consumers as stakeholders of flats/apartments. The reason is that society as consumers are in need of socialization of the legislation related to the flat. Thus, in generally consumers require mentoring and empowerment as well as need for information and communication services. 34 Moreover, each developer should have a detailed socialization or explanation to the buyer if the developer wants to sell the units, for example there is a rule that property development of flats/apartment is obliged to manage flats in the transition period, not later than one year since the first times of the units of flat/apartment hand them to buyers. Within one year, the developer is obliged to establish the association of owners and tenants of flats/Perhimpunan Pemilik dan Penghuni Satuan Rumah Susun/P3SRS, where the residents have the authority to choose their own P3SRS management. Buyers should also get a detailed explanation of the area management fee/Iuran Pemeliharaan Lingkungan (IPL) with all its components, such as parking, water and electricity. The obligations of developers need to be monitored by the government. So for ensuring the compliance of developers with all rules, it is not excessive for the government to exercise its authority to control, supervise and guide which is regulated in Law Number 20 of 2011. The law states that by complying with all rights and obligations to be fulfilled by developers, these are connected with the granting of a license to build/ IMB and certificate of Feasibility Aspects which need to be considered: Regulate sanctions for developers who offer, promote, advertise apartment units incorrectly either in the form of criminal sanctions for imprisonment or criminal penalties.
the law actually have opened the authority i.e. the government to play a role in providing consumer protection through licensing.
The authority of both the Central Government and the Local Government explained above should be a form of consumer law protection by lawmakers in very strategic and solid, protection which start from preventive actions in overcoming the problems that arise in order to guarantee the implementation of housing and residential areas including flats when consumers are dealing with developers. Without any government assistance to buyers, then any case of injustice of consumers as the flat/apartment's buyers will be difficult to overcome.
CONCLUSION
It has been explained that flat/apartment developers can conduct marketing and selling the units of flat/apartment even though the development has not been implemented. However, the practice cannot be proceeding if developers failed to meet all the requirements. The fact is that developers sell units of flat/apartment before fulfilling all legal requirements, although developers and consumers engage in the binding agreements of selling and buying flats/apartments. This paper argues that in this situation consumers are in a weak position and incur losses. Therefore, each developer has to socialize and give a detailed explanation to consumers in the process of selling and buying the units of flat/apartment. In terms of consumers, since they are in a disadvantage position in the marketing process of the units of flat/apartment in the case of the buildings have not been finished or there is no completion of development, they should pay attention to the legality of the development of the units marketed.
Consumer protection law in the context of flat is practiced in the aspect of promotional and marketing advert of the units of flat/apartment. But, this paper argues that in the context of Indonesia, there are no sanctions for developers who violate the law. This paper suggests on the ideas of strengthening and enforcing the law on flat. The first is that developers are obliged to comply with the guideline of selling and buying of the units of flat/apartment under the Decree of the Minister of Public Housing. The second is that developers, who offer, promote, advertise the units of flat/apartment incorrectly may be subject to imprisonment or fine penalties. The third is that developers who make the agreement of binding for selling and buying/PPJB which are not in accordance with what is marketed and agreed with buyers; or has not fulfilled the requirements of the land ownership status, the ownership of the permit for develop flats/apartment/IMB, the availability of public utilities and facilities with at least twenty percent; and other aspect which are agreed in the agreement may be subject to imprisonment or a fine. Therefore, with regard to the legal instruments governing marketing prior to development of flat/apartment, there is the need of a revision of Law Number 20 of the Year 2011 and the Law Number 1 Year 2011 to regulate sanctions for developers who offer, promote, advertise apartment units incorrectly either in the form of criminal sanctions for imprisonment or criminal penalties. Prevention in the form of preventive measures can also be carried out by the government in carrying out supervisory and coaching functions through the extension of licensing requirements by requiring all aspects to ensure that consumers are properly protected according to propriety and fairness. The sanctions for developers are a rule in the legal instrument which can ensure that they must have good faith by fulfilling all requirements for selling the units flat/apartment preceded by the Agreement on Binding for Selling and Buying/Perjanjian Pengikatan Jual Beli/PPJB. Thus, this paper suggest for further research and advocacy on the revision of Law Number 20 of the Year 2011 and the Law Number 1 Year 2011 for Flat, in more protecting consumers in the process of selling and buying flats/apartments.
